
absolute laziness, that refuse to avail themselves of
genuinely scientific and established methods. Take,
for example Laveran's important discovery of the
plasmodium of malaria; how many men go on blindly
prescribing ounce after ounce of quinin on the slight¬
est suspicion or faintest indication in clinical his¬
tory ? Yet these very men are not seldom the faddists
and fanatics who rush headlong in their eagerness to
experiment with such remedies as antitoxin and tuber¬
culin, made notorious by the newspapers. One can

but laugh at some surgeons with inexperience in
practical physics and photography, and working with
crude apparatus, who publish elaborate reports and
show skiagraphs of a foreign body located by the
Roentgen rays. Personal vanity and desire for pub¬
licity stand out in every line of such reports. Yes¬
terday by such simple means as inspection, palpation
and percussion, in which these men had become
expert by long use, they would have attained the
same result in infinitely shorter time. The individual
skill of years is ruthlessly discarded in bungling
efforts to appear as an "

up to date" surgeon.
On the other hand, when we review the patient

struggles of Jenner to establish vaccination, of Pas¬
teur, Lister, and their associates, to promote asepsis
and antisepsis in surgical maneuvers, of the hygién¬
iste to instill into the public mind principles and laws
of which the medical mind generally seemed ignor¬
ant, we find abundant proof of the truth of our con¬
tention. At the present time, how many graduates of
medicine are seeing a dozen or more patients a day,
and prescribing for their maladies without once resort¬
ing to a urinary examination, unless absolutely com¬

pelled by consultation, or by life insurance compa¬
nies? The writer has personally known several
instances in which men with large general practices
never make an analysis of the urine. How many are

treating headaches, neuralgia, nervousness, hysteria,
dyspepsia and other disturbances that are often reflex,
without the slightest means of determining the exist¬
ence of some form of ocular asthenopia, or if they are

incapable of making this investigation without con¬

sulting an oculist, despite the reports of hundreds of
reflex neuroses caused by some ocular trouble such as
an uncorrected error in refraction? Trustworthy ocu¬
lists and general physicians certify that sick head¬
ache frequently (some say always) is due to eye-strain,
yet thousands of sufferers are today left in misery
and ignorance of the fact by their physicians? The
latest book from the press, by a distinguished spe¬
cialist on diseases of the stomach, makes no mention
of the indubitable influence of refraction anomalies
in begetting functional stomach disorders. How
many are daily treating blood-dyscrasias regardless of
the modern methods of blood analysis and corpuscle-
counting, which, beyond all sceptical argument, are
important and infallible elements of diagnosis?

These and many similar questions can have but
one answer; accurately estimated, the magnitude of
the number is appalling of those in this sorry roll of
sceptics by inclination rather than proper motive—
idlers, and even ignoramuses.
It needs no extended search to reveal the funda¬

mental causes of it all. They are especially two: 1,
the love of the community, innate, persistent, almost
unconquerable, for its quacks—those both in and out
of the profession proper; and, 2, the commercial
medical college. A medical college should be an
institution of preliminary training: the whole of the
after-medical life should be reserved for study, taking
advantage of the proper elementary education to
further the slow evolution of a skilled physician.
The graduates of poor or of fraudulent medical col¬
leges are too frequently unable to understand, appre¬
ciate, or practice medical advances. They are helpless
in their lack of laboratory knowledge and technic, and
they are debarred from participation by their defi¬
ciency in clinical diagnosis. There is no more signi¬
ficant and convincing plea for highermedical education,
and increased clinic and laboratory training than in
these unfortunate facts. Early and late we should
endeavor to have the State take commercialism com¬

pletely out of medical education ; abolish private
institutions, and pseudo-medical colleges, whose
motives are too apparent to be called ulterior, forever
exterminate the monetary sale of medical diplomas,
secret or open, for in many cases it is nothing more
or less than this, and we shall then be able to meet
the taunts of our co-workers in other professions, who
while acknowledging the superiority and genius of
the select few, say that medicine today, as practiced
by the great majority is antiquated, empirical and
unscientific.
No supercilious sneer from the safety of numbers,

nor time-worn retorts, such as '"calamity howler,"
"grumbler," and "professional objectionist," can sup¬
press, at least, our lay critics. Reforms in medical
education alone can convince the world, and place
medicine in its deserved position among the sciences
of the day.

Reply to "The Controversy over the HarveyMedical College of Chicago."
Chicago, Nov. 28, 1896.

To the Editor:\p=m-\Being the originator of the discussion
regarding the recognition by the Illinois State Board of Health
of the Harvey Medical College and others of the same type,
permit me to make the following reply to Dr. Byron Robinson's
letter which was published in your last issue.
The writer of the letter, for some of whose opinions in his

special field of work I have the highest respect, has under-
taken with one master-stroke of his pen to apparently settle
the difficult problem of medical education by proclaiming the
Harvey Medical Evening College of Chicago the queen of med-
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ical institutions. At least that is the tone of the Doctor's
article.
Had I not known any more about the Harvey than is given

in the above-named letter I should have unqualifiedly agreed
with the Doctor and joined in his praises of Harvey and never
would I have uttered a word in condemnation of its methods.
But Dr. Byron Robinson has only told us one-half of the

truth. The fact is, that the statements as given in his paper
have been handed him by the college secretary just as the dry-
goods man gives an advertisement to the daily press. And
here was a real opportunity to get cheap advertising. Besides,
his statements have a fatal resemblance to those made in
Harvey's Annual Announcement and in the lay-press of Chi¬
cago. It is well to remind those who have not followed up this
controversy of the reasons why the Harvey has of late been
mentioned at all.
Two of Harvey's professors have positively resigned their

respective chairs because pressure was brought to bear upon
them to sign diplomas of candidates for graduation who did not
pass their very important branches of the practice of medicine
and pathology respectively. It was also found that out of the
eight candidates whose diplomas were to be signed -because
the management decreed it so—not one had even credentials
for pathology, some failed in medicine, few had credentials of
any sort, not to speak of a preliminary education. Further¬
more, examination papers in my posession show that not only
do some students of Harvey lack the necessary qualifications for
admission into a medical college, but that they are also devoid
of the most rudimentary knowledge of English syntax and
orthography.
To prove this : One sophomore student spells the word infil¬

tration twice in two succeeding sentences, inflatration, and
again lukeeytes for leucocytes, necrossis for necrosis, unpri-
pard for unprepared. I could fill up columns with the most
unpardonable errors in syntax and spelling committed by
Harvey night school students, but space does not permit it.
As regards the teaching faculty Dr. Robinson says: "In

short, the faculty consists of a body of fifty respectable men

and women, who are giving intelligent and thorough modern
medical instruction." Of course, the Doctor then picks out
five names and himself and wife and asks: "Who are the
teachers connected with Harvey College that they should be
agents of a diploma mill?" In answer to this question I will
say that they are not the agents who get pay, but the tools of a
diploma mill, whether they know it or not. They get their
reward in being called " professors," which title enables them
to throw dust into the eyes of an unsuspecting public.
Besides, as regards ability, one of Harvey's full-fledged pro¬

fessors would not even be admitted as a student into any school
in good standing. I had occasion, as the then professor of
pathology, to examine that professor in my branch ; for that
professor is still a student. For lack of space I can not give
any of the syntax found in the professor's examination papers,
but a few words as they are spelt by the professor may with
propriety be inserted here : parenchima for parenchyma, ada-
poise for adipose, lucocytes for leucocytes, Kleobs-leifler,
Kloebs-Leifler for Klebs-Löflier, vaginia for vagina, generaly
for generally, fibronous for fibrinous, tornane for ptomaine,
odemia for oedema, disolution for dissolution, suporate for
suppurate, vegatable for vegetable, etc.
The professor in question is still teaching at Harvey at the

date of this writing. Of course, comment is unnecessary and
every reader can form his own idea regarding the education of
such a professor. But how Dr. Byron Robinson and his
wife, Dr. Lucy Waite, happen to be mixed up with that class
of professors, I can not comprehend : the fact remains, he is
there. Surely there is another way out of the difficulty beside
eulogizing the institution and its faculty.
The Doctor starts his letter with an enumeration of all the

students who graduated from Harvey and speaks of then-
attendance at other colleges previous to their entrance in Har¬
vey as seniors, and right there is where he mistakes mere
matriculation for attendance. Everyone knows how easily a

matriculation-ticket can be procured and that it is not even

equivalent to admission into a school, still less is it evidence of
having passed in junior branches, but that students have been
admitted into Harvey College as juniors and seniors who have
never produced a ticket of attendance anywhere, is quite sure,
and the Doctor knows it.
Again, the Doctor mentions the fact that several Harvey

students from the sophomore and freshmen classes were admit¬
ted to advanced standing into other respectable colleges. This
speaks well for their good judgment, first in entering a good
school and second, in working hard to be admitted into another
school. None of the Harvey professors, not excluding the sec¬

retary, ever doubted that the freshmen students were far supe¬
rior to the graduating class in intelligence and preliminary
education.
One point in Dr. Byron Robinson's statements, upon which

he expends considerable mathematical energy, should be par¬
ticularly mentioned, namely, his figures of the number of hours
that Harvey night students have as compared with the still
existing standard day schools of six months instruction per
year. But does not every physician who has been a student
know that the mind can absorb knowledge more readily in the
early part of the day than in the evening ; that, when mind
and body are fatigued, one might as well go to sleep as study?
And is it not a fact that when one has followed any ordinary
occupation for the entire day, that he is tired in the evening,
and that even three lectures of the Dr. Robinson style, deliv¬
ered from 7 to 10, evenings, will act as a hypnotic?
Occasional glances into Harvey's lecture-rooms during lec¬

tures have, beside, convinced me of the strong hypnotic powers
possessed by Harvey professors. When can such a student
find time to study and review when he must rise early in the
morning in order to reach his place of occupation?
"Was not Lincoln a rail-spitter?" the Doctor exclaims. This

point has repeatedly been made by all varieties of public
declamers ; but Lincoln ceased to split rails when he entered
college ; he no more belonged to the rail-splitters when he
studied law, while Harvey night-school students do.
Again, "during the past two years-every senior saw one or

more labors." Of those that came up for graduation in 1896,
I know positively that about one-half of the students never saw
a case of labor. Students have been promised ten labors in
1897. To make a promise and to fulfill it are two things.
What the student should see beside labors, are the diseases

that he may encounter in his daily practice. Why labors are
made a specialty in Harvey College may probably be accounted
for by the fact that there are so many ladies connected with
the school.
As a last resort, Dr. Byron Robinson takes up an inventory

of Harvey's belongings, and counts in everything he finds
round about the building, even the poor students' microscopes,
for it is a fact that each Harvey student must buy his micro¬
scope on the installment plan from the faculty if he wants to
look through one. Harvey offers space for the storage of
microscopes gratuitously. There are several things that Dr.
Robinson left out in his inventory, such articles of wealth as

chairs, benches, stationery, etc.
Speaking of the Harvey building, any one who takes a stroll

through Clark Street will find—if he patiently searches
for it, in spite of the deafening roar from the dime-museum
orchestra across the street—a building inscribed the Harvey.
In that building is a Good-luck store, above this a private dis¬
pensary, a dentist, and then the private offices of some mem¬
bers of the faculty. The top floor and the one below it consti¬
tute the Harvey College proper. The entire building, however,
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has been christened "The Harvey," as per contract. This is
the building which Dr. Byron Robinson has found in the real
estate records under the name "Harvey."
That the medical profession has never recognized Harvey as

a college in good standing, and that it has not even been given
a passing notice in the Journal, will be learned from the fol¬
lowing editorial published in the Journal of September 12.

. . . "There are many alleged medical schools not
accounted for in this exhibit, but as a rule, they ought not to
be considered. We have been informed that there are about
fourteen medical schools in Chicago, alone : only a few of these
have any reason for existence, and if rigid requirements were
insisted upon they would close their doors.
"The struggle for existence is at the root of the evil : finding

themselves unable to compete with the real college professor
in obtaining practice from the public, these persons, with
others of the same ilk, start a so-called medical college, and
become a 'professor' themselves. There are few statutory
requirements ; an act of incorporation can be obtained for a
silver dollar in any stage of depreciation, a building rented and
a flaring sign put across its front. Verily, the 'professors' are
as plenty as the leaves of Vallambrosa. If we look into the
equipment of these raw institutions we find the laboratory
wofully lacking in the most ordinary apparatus, and like Do-
the-boys Hall, squalor and filth are the most prominent char¬
acteristics. The only wonder is that such men. with such mis¬
erable equipment, can find students ; but they flourish in
someway." And in the next number of the Journal under
the heading "The Medical Colleges of the United States," we

find of Chicago colleges, the Northwestern University Medical
School, Rush Medical College, College of Physicans and Sur¬
geons, Northwestern University Women's Medical School,
Chicago Policlinic and Hospital, and Post-Graduate Medical
School and Hospital, but not a word is mentioned of either
Harvey Medical Night School or any of the other so-called
medical schools. This simply shows the good sense of the rep¬
resentative medical journal of this country and of the profes¬
sion generally.
Dr. Byron Robinson evidently believes that the fair-minded

editor of the Western Medical Review who so strikingly
criticizes the sorry state of affairs in Illinois must of necessity,
become a Harvey professor before he can acquire correct
judgment.
But since Dr. Byron Robinson has become the teacher of

gynecology and abdominal surgery in the Harvey Medical
Night School, we are glad to learn that fact, "so that the
appearance of evil may not arise."
And as a fitting supplement to Dr. Robinson's article I

would request the journals to copy this article in the interest
of the profession that stands not only for " truth and justice,"
but also for higher medical education.

Respectfully,
952 Milwaukee Ave.

Julius Grinker, M.D.

"A Prevalent Error in Refraction Work."
Chicago, Nov. 29, 1896.

To the Editor:\p=m-\Dr.Ed. J. Brown's letter on "a prevalent
error in refraction work," published in the Journal ofNovem-
ber 21, was to me full of surprises. "That most oculists have
been giving low plus cylinders where minus lenses were indi-
cated," was startling news to me, for I had never suspected
this, though through private conversation and public discus-
sions in ophthalmologic societies I am well acquainted with the
views of a great many oculists on the question of correcting
refractive errors. But I got a second and stronger dose of sur-
prise when I found I, too, was counted among the guilty ones

because I was supposed to have given a clergyman a
+

50 cyl.
axis 90 instead of a \p=m-\50 cyl. axis 180.
The oculists among your readers, of course, clearly understand

from Dr. Brown's own report of the case, that in this instance
the asthenopia was not caused by the refractive, but by the
muscular anomaly. But to your readers unfamiliar with the

mysterious jargon of ophthalmology this may seem an awful
blunder, and I therefore wish to explain to them that the mis¬
take, if one was committed, was not on my side. If the astig¬
matism had been the disturbing element, the -f- 50 cyl. would
have permanently relieved the patient's trouble in reading,
whether the astigmatism was hyperopic in the horizontal
meridian or myopic in the vertical meridian. For if hyperopic
astigmatism, the + cyl. rendered the eye emmetropie; if
myopic astigmatism, the same cylinder made the eye uni¬
formly myopic, a condition even more advantageous than emme¬
tropia, for prolonged near work to a man now 38 years old.
Dr. Brown kindly gave me the name of the patient when I

wrote for it, and I found in my records that he came to me in
July, 1892, with -]- 50 cyl. 90 which he had been wearing since
February, but without marked benefit. He chiefly complained
of eye pain and headache after short reading, and incidentally
remarked that one year previous he was given

—

50 cyl. 180,
which he could not use at all. I found a slight hyperopic astig¬
matism for which the + 50 cyl. were the proper lenses ; and
since these glasses had not relieved the patient I became satis¬
fied that his asthenopia must be due to some other condition
than the astigmatism. The muscle tests showed insufficient
adducting power (6° only) ; marked divergence under cover and
exophoria (9°) at reading distance. These findings convinced
me that the case was one of muscular asthenopia : it was
entered as such in my record book and my prescriptions to the
patient were directed toward relieving temporarily the weak
muscles during near work so as to make reading easier for him,
and to improve the feeble adducting power by systematic
exercise.
As to the cylinders the patient was wearing, I saw no reason

why I should object if he wished to use them, for in my opin¬
ion it was of no consequence whether they were worn or laid
aside. I do not attribute the relief the patient experienced for
nearly two years afterward to the use of the cylinders but to
the changed muscular condition, the adduction having gained
considerably, as shown by Dr. Brown's report, and I am firmly
convinced that this patient will be permanently relieved only
when the forces of the eye muscles are properly adjusted by
appropriate treatment suggested by a careful study of existing
anomalous conditions. Though during the past year he seemed
to have been better satisfied by the

—

50 cyl. (which formerly he
postively rejected), I am sure he will sooner or later return with
his old asthenopic complaints, and, indeed, in his letter tome of
November 25, Dr. Brown wrote : "I saw the patient Monday-
evening and he mentioned symptoms which are probably
referable to the weakness of the externi." Sapienti Sat.

F. C. Hotz.

"God and the Doctor we Alike Adore.""God and the Doctor we Alike Adore."
St. Paul, Nov. 30, 1896.

To the Editor:\p=m-\Thelines quoted by R. M. W. in your issue
of Nov. 28, 1896, and concerning the authorship of which he
asks information, are a translation of a Latin epigram written
by Euricius Cordus, who was a professor of medicine in Mar-
burg in the sixteenth century. The original, Latin is:

"Tres medicus facies habet, unam quando rogatur,Angelicam; mox est, cum juvat ipse, Deus.
Post, ubi curato poscit sua pr\l=ae\miamorbo,
Horridus apparet terribilisque Sathan."

Yours truly, Burnside Foster, M.D.
Monongahela, Pa., Nov. 30, 1896.

To the Editor:\p=m-\R.M. W. of Brooklyn, N. Y., will find the
lines,

" God and the doctor we alike adore,
But only when in trouble, not before.
The trouble o'er, both are alike requited;
God is forgotten, and the doctor slighted."

in Ben Jonson's "Magnetic Lady," Act II, Scene 1.
C. B. W.
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